
The robot uses a magnetic sensor (antenna) to find 
magnetic landmarks on the floor. Those magnets 
provide information about possible deviations of the 
robot position, and are used to update the robot position, 
and are used to update the robot odometry estimation. 
The AGVS robot mounts also 2 laser rangefinders and is 
able to process this information for conventional SLAM 
algorithms. 

AGVS

Product

Applications

Robotnik AGVS mobile robot platform is an autonomous 
electric robot with motorwheel traction and controlled 
direction and traction. 

The robot has a low height, adequate to pass under 
trolleys (roller container). The chassis, manufactured of 
steel and aluminium contains the batteries, the motors 
and the transmission as well as an electrical axis able to 
lift up to 500 Kg payload. 

In both sides, it is mounted safety laser rangefinders to 
detect persons. The robot is equipped with a mechanical 
brake system that actuates in case a person enters in 
the sagety zone. This laser sensor can adjust its range 
depending on the payload and speed conditions. 

The kinematic configuration allows to follow curves in an 
optimal way. The robot moves always describing a circle 
with radius determined by the direction axis. When this 
angle is zero the robot follows a straight line. 

- Logistics
- Research & Development

AGVS is an indoor transport robot developed 
for logistic transport. The robot is able to 
carry up to 500 Kg load.

Robotnik

Navigation and localization



AGVS

Technical Specifications

Mechanical

Dimensions
Weight
Load capacity
Speed
Enclosure class
Motors

Autonomy
Batteries
Temperature range
Max. Slope

1.750 x 652 x 345 mm  
250 Kg
500 Kg

1.25 m/s                        
IP43

Traction: 500 W
Direction: 60W

8 h. (continuous motion) 
LiFePO 100 Ah. 24V.

5º to 50º C
2%

Control

Controller

Communication

Embedded PC with Linux
Open architecture ROS

Ethernet / WiFi 
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Robotnik

Fleet Control and Monitoring (Optional)

HMI Extension SCADA motoring and based control 
in Linux


